MAKERS OF THE FINEST

HANDCRAFTED
PROPELLERS
FOR DÉCOR

By Akshay

Sharma

IN THE
SPOTLIGHT
From being revered
worldwide among the
Top Décor Brands to being
awarded among The Best
Product Designers, our
products do all the talking.
WATCH VIDEO

HANDCRAFTED
LEGACY
Carved entirely by hands
of master craftsmen, what
makes every single piece
worthy of a WoodFeather
badge is the process of its
creation, from its inception
to the final form.
WATCH VIDEO

“From the heart of
“From the heart of
an airplane, to a wall
an airplane, to a wall
in your home”
in your home”
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Fuelled by his undying passion
for aviation and penchant for
design, Akshay’s creations have
been acclaimed worldwide for
being among the finest pieces
of handcrafted aviation art.

TM & ©️ 2020 Paramount Pictures. All Rights Reserved.

SPECIAL EDITION
PROPELLERS

Made for the ultimate aviation fan, this line of
Official Top Gun® Propellers has four iconic
designs inspired by the movie, its airplanes
and its characters. An exclusive global
partnership between WoodFeather and
Paramount Pictures.

Inspired by the iconic helmet
of the legendary fighter pilot
played by Tom Cruise, this
design is finished in the exact
dual-tone Maritime Blue/
Black colour shade. It sports
Maverick’s helmet reflector
decals on one side and his
most memorable dialogue
‘I feel the need for speed’ on
the other side. The hub plate
is a special marked Stainless
Steel 6+6 pattern making this
chic, high gloss design the
ultimate expression of the
suave Maverick.
Material:
Solid Burma Teakwood
Finish:
High Gloss
Hub:
5mm Solid Stainless Steel

TM & ©️ 2020 Paramount Pictures. All Rights Reserved.

This design is a comingtogether of the best pilots of
the sequel: Top Gun Maverick.
The G-Suit Green colour
blades are finished in dense
matt and the design comes
to life with the dye-cut pilot
patch stickers. The Wingman
is true to its name with the
call-sign patches of all
8 pilots in the movie and the
special 6+6 pattern Stainless
Steel hub plate that make this
design every aviator’s delight.
Material:
Solid Burma Teakwood
Finish:
Dense Matt
Hub:
5mm Solid Stainless Steel
TM & ©️ 2020 Paramount Pictures. All Rights Reserved.

The aircrafts flown in Top Gun
are as legendary as the pilots
themselves. The F-14 Tomcats
in the 1986 movie make way
for the FA-18 Super Hornets in
the 2021 sequel. This design
takes all its cues from the
livery of Maverick’s fighter
jet, right from the ghost grey
body, black canopy and blue
stripes running on either side
with his name and kill signs.
This sleek and menacing
rendition of the strike fighter
is for those who know their
planes.
Material:
Solid Burma Teakwood
Finish:
Dense Matt
Hub:
5mm Solid Stainless Steel

TM & ©️ 2020 Paramount Pictures. All Rights Reserved.

P-51D
Maverick loves to just soar
in the skies as much as he
enjoys speed and thrill. In
the 2021 sequel Top Gun
Maverick, Tom cruise is
seen flying a vintage P-51D
Mustang airplane which
incidentally is also his
personal aircraft in real-life
which he owns and flies for
a hobby. This gleaming Silver
and Crimson design with
LGW decals is inspired by the
livery of this airplane and an
ode to the ‘Born to Fly’ spirit
of the aviator in Tom, in the
movie and real life.
Material:
Solid Burma Teakwood
Finish:
High Gloss
Hub:
5mm y Stainless Steel

TM & ©️ 2020 Paramount Pictures. All Rights Reserved.

Timeless and classy, these vintage designs
showcase the natural grain and colour of the
wood in an exceptional finish.

Our hands down bestseller,
this subtle yet flashy beauty
is everything a statement
piece should be. The heavybodied design with gleaming
brass tips is a perfect
amalgamation of wood and
metal. The distinct grains of
seasoned teakwood finished
with blinding golden metal is
reminiscent of the armour of
a victorious Gladiator.
Material:
Solid Teakwood
Finish:
Dense Matt
Hub:
5mm Solid Brass

If there’s any truth to ‘less
is more’ then the Ironbark
lives-up to that expectation
like no other. The classic and
slender shape of this exquisite
teakwood design is finished
with smoothly rounded brass
tipping which is just a tad eye
catching as it should be. But
take a step closer and you
can’t get your eyes off this
timeless beauty, job done!
Material:
Solid Teakwood
Finish:
Dense Matt
Hub:
5mm Solid Brass

This ones’ an acquired
taste, for those who relish
orthodox old school charm
with a good measure of
flamboyance. Made from
a century old technique of
compressing wood planks
for added strength, the
Clipper flaunts the colour
variations and textures of
the two different woods in
an eye-catching gloss finish.
Eternal elegance personified.
Material:
Compressed
Teakwood and Pinewood
Finish:
High Gloss
Hub:
5mm Solid Brass

Keeping it raw and real,
this design is an ode to
the Fokkers that aided
Germany’s aerial superiority
in the early 1900s. The
conservative design style
deploys a century old
technique of compressing
wood planks for added
strength and the naturally
contrasting wood finishes in
high gloss add to its bullish
demeanour.
Material:
Compressed Maple
and Teakwood
Finish:
High Gloss
Hub:
5mm Solid Stainless Steel

Designed to flaunt a stately
and aristocratic side of you,
the Englishman is suave as
it can be. The symmetrical
design aims to accentuate
the penchant for perfection
and its gleaming Ivory midblades cloaking the straight
grained wood underneath
blend effortlessly into
opulence. Upper-class
badging guaranteed!
Material:
Solid Beechwood
Finish:
High Gloss
Hub:
5mm Solid Stainless Steel

Basking in its regal
exuberance, this ornamental
design is nothing short of
imperial decree. Carved
from compressed planks
of hardwood, the design
disguises its unmatched
strength with sheer beauty.
The unabashed naked
wood finish in high gloss
with bright Red tips is an
embodiment of power and
grace combined.
Material:
Compressed Maple wood
Finish:
High-Gloss
Hub:
5mm Solid Stainless Steel

A work of art and skill, the
symmetrically arched shape
of the design is inspired by
the weapon of medieval
warfare. Unapologetic about
its roots, the propeller is
hand finished in undone
muddy brown polish while
the Teal tips and stripes
bring this earthy design to
life. The Crossbow is almost
perfect in its imperfections.
Material:
olid Pinewood/ Mahogany
Finish:
Dense Matt
Hub:
5mm Solid Stainless Steel

Named after the Greek God
of Sky and Thunder, the
3-blade Zeus is stunning
in its simplicity. The blades
carved from solid teakwood
are finished to perfection
and the high gloss brings
out every single detail of
the natural wood grains
and figures. This design is
the epitomises luxury in
minimalism and is in every
sense a true classic.
Material:
Solid Teakwood
Finish:
High-Gloss
Hub:
5mm Solid Brass

Magnificent in stature just
like the constellation named
after the mythological Greek
God, Orion. This 3-blade
splendour is carved from a
compressed block of two
different woods. To add to
its overpowering presence
are the contrasting wood
stains in high gloss that
make this piece a real headturner.
Material:
Compressed Teakwood
and Pinewood
Finish:
High-Gloss
Hub:
5mm Solid Brass

Born from an inspiration, each design has an
underlying theme that expresses itself in the
propellers shape, colour and finish.

Fan of the distressed look?
Then look no further!
Because this design makes
age look good. Inspired by
the heroic Spitfires of WW2
(specifically the Type 300 in
the 1930s) this Mark-1 is the
only design that retains the
rough and undone texture of
the wood with dirty yellow
tips and blurred white stencil
markings. Perfect in its
imperfections.
Material:
Solid Pinewood/ Mahogany
Finish:
Unfinished
Hand-applied Matt
Hub:
5mm Solid Stainless Steel

This unmissable fusion of
contemporary and sporty
looks is all you need to turn
heads. Borrowing its palette
from the most iconic eyecatching livery of the WW2
P51 Mustang, this modern
interpretation of the silver
bodied airplane with black and
yellow checkered tips is all you
need to start a conversation.
Material:
Solid Pinewood/ Mahogany
Finish:
High-Gloss
Hub:
5mm Solid Stainless Steel

With sport written all over
it, this bold design is all
about love for speed! If
you’re looking at sportifying
your space or expressing
your winning attitude, then
this ones for you. The sleek
shape painted in a Racing
Red colour with drifting
checkered tips of the finish
flag give the Race Day a
personality of a real finisher!
Material:
Solid Pinewood/ Mahogany
Finish:
High-Gloss
Hub:
5mm Solid Stainless Steel

When the intensity if the
moonlit sky is transformed
into a rich midnight blue that
creates an illusion of black,
a true Phantom is born. This
high gloss finished two-tone
metallic blue design with
revealing silver letters adds
a touch of enigma to any
space. This Phantom isn’t a
fantasy!
Material:
Solid Pinewood/ Mahogany
Finish:
High-Gloss
Hub:
5mm Solid Stainless Steel

Like a breath of fresh air,
this contemporary and chic
Newport is for those who
relish minimalism with a dash
of vibrance. The slender and
curvy design in painted in
high-gloss rich white colour
and sports star-cut red and
blue reflector tips that liven
up any space effortlessly.
Material:
Solid Pinewood/ Mahogany
Finish:
High-Gloss
Hub:
5mm Solid Stainless Steel

Deriving its inspiration from
the natural phenomenon,
the colours of the Eclipse
depict the Sun, the Moon
and the infinite Universe.
The winding deep black
painted blades with fiery
yellow tips and lunar white
stripes make this striking
high gloss design a true
black beauty!
Material: Solid Pinewood/
Mahogany
Finish:
High-Gloss
Hub:
5mm Solid Stainless Steel

PRICE LIST
TOP GUN
COLLECTION

` INR

$ USD

6 FEET

4 FEET

6 FEET

MAVERICK

` 76000

-------

$ 1195

------

WINGMAN

` 76000

-------

$ 1195

-------

FA-18

` 70000

-------

$ 1095

-------

P51-D

` 70000

-------

$ 1095

-------

CLASSIC
COLLECTION

` INR

4 FEET

$ USD

6 FEET

4 FEET

6 FEET

GLADIATOR

` 56000

` 42000

$ 870

$ 650

IRONBARK

` 56000

` 42000

$ 870

$ 650

CLIPPER

` 60000

` 46000

$ 935

$ 715

FOKKER D.VII

` 60000

` 46000

$ 935

$ 715

ENGLISHMAN

` 54000

` 40000

$ 840

$ 620

SCEPTER

` 54000

` 40000

$ 840

$ 620

CROSSBOW

` 54000

-------

$ 840

------

ZEUS

` 99000

` 74000

$ 1540

$ 1150

ORION

` 110000

` 82000

$ 1710

$ 1275

SIGNATURE
COLLECTION

` INR

4 FEET

$ USD

6 FEET

4 FEET

6 FEET

4 FEET

MARK-1

` 54000

-------

$ 840

------

P51

` 48000

` 36000

$ 745

$ 560

RACE DAY

` 48000

` 36000

$ 745

$ 560

PHANTOM

` 48000

` 36000

$ 745

$ 560

NEWPORT

` 48000

` 36000

$ 745

$ 560

ECLIPSE

` 48000

` 36000

$ 745

$ 560

• 12% GST applicable on INR prices.
• (Optional) Personalised engraving/ stickers chargeable at INR 2000/ USD 30.
• Shipping cost additional on actuals. ‘Any applicable customs duty/charges at
destination port to be paid directly by the buyer’.
• For more product and price details visit us on woodfeather.com
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